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Beginning NFC: Near Field Communication with Arduino, Android, and PhoneGapO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Jump into the world of Near Field Communications (NFC), the fast-growing technology that lets devices in close proximity exchange data, using radio signals. With lots of examples, sample code, exercises, and step-by-step projects, this hands-on guide shows you how to build NFC applications for Android, the Arduino microcontroller,...
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Juniper QFX5100 Series: A Comprehensive Guide to Building Next-Generation NetworksO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Ideal for network engineers involved in building a data center, this practical guide provides a comprehensive and technical deep-dive into the new Juniper QFX5100 switching family. You’ll learn how the Juniper QFX5100 enables you to create simple-to-use data centers or build some of the largest IP Fabrics in the world.
...
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BeagleBone For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	The definitive, easy-to-use guide to the popular BeagleBone board


	BeagleBone For Dummies is the definitive beginner's guide to using the popular BeagleBone board to learn electronics and programming. Unlike other books that require previous knowledge of electronics, Linux, and Python, this one assumes you know...
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Microsoft Office Programming: A Guide for Experienced DevelopersApress, 2003
Do you consider yourself to be an “idiot” or a “dummy”? I certainly hope not!  So why do some programming books treat you as if you are? They start from  scratch and explain in excruciating detail how to make comments, declare  variables, and build For loops. That may make sense if you’ve never programmed  before,...
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Mastering Oracle Scheduler in Oracle 11g DatabasesPackt Publishing, 2009

	Scheduler (DBMS_SCHEDULER) is included in Oracle Database and is a tool for the automation, management, and control of jobs. It enables users to schedule jobs running inside the database such as PL/SQL procedures or PL/SQL blocks, as well as jobs running outside the database like shell scripts. Scheduler ensures that jobs are run on time,...
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Developing with PDF: Dive Into the Portable Document FormatO'Reilly, 2013

	
		PDF is becoming the standard for digital documents worldwide, but it’s not easy to learn on your own. With capabilities that let you use a variety of images and text, embed audio and video, and provide links and navigation, there’s a lot to explore. This practical guide helps you understand how to work with PDF to...
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MapReduce Design Patterns: Building Effective Algorithms and Analytics for Hadoop and Other SystemsO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Welcome to MapReduce Design Patterns! This book will be unique in some ways and
	
		familiar in others. First and foremost, this book is obviously about design patterns, which
	
		are templates or general guides to solving problems. We took a look at other design
	
		patterns books that have been written in the past as...
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Learning JavaScript Data Structures and Algorithms: Write complex and powerful JavaScript code using the latest ECMAScript, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create classic data structures and algorithms such as depth-first search and breadth-first search, learn recursion, as well as create and use a heap data structure using JavaScript

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement common data structures and the associated algorithms along with the context in which...
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Beginning Game Audio ProgrammingPremier Press, 2003
No matter how exciting the game and how realistic the visual effects, without catchy audio in the background it’s obvious that something is missing. New developments in technology enable you to do things with audio that weren’t possible before, but they also make it necessary to find a guide that walks you through the technical hurdles....
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Troubleshooting Windows 7 Inside Out: The ultimate, in-depth troubleshooting referenceMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		You're beyond the basics, so dive right into troubleshooting Windows 7 -- and really put your PC to work! This supremely organized reference describes hundreds of prevention tips, troubleshooting techniques, and recovery tools in one essential guide. It's all muscle and no fluff. Discover how the experts keep their...
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Programming iOS 10: Dive Deep into Views, View Controllers, and FrameworksO'Reilly, 2016

	
		If you’re grounded in the basics of Swift, Xcode, and the Cocoa framework, this book provides a structured explanation of all essential real-world iOS app components. Through deep exploration and copious code examples, you’ll learn how to create views, manipulate view controllers, and add features from iOS frameworks.
...
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Applied Data Science with Python and Jupyter: Use powerful industry-standard tools to unlock new, actionable insights from your dataPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Become the master player of data exploration by creating reproducible data processing pipelines, visualizations, and prediction models for your applications.

	
		Key Features

		
			Get up and running with the Jupyter ecosystem and some example datasets
	
			Learn about key machine...
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